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A. MISSION
 

At YOCO.finance, we aim to create a better future for the members of our community, prioritizing the needs of our HODLers 
above all else.

It is no secret that powerful financial institutions have entered the cryptocurrency market. Manipulating prices and working 
overtime to prevent true price discovery, these entities have little regard for the retail HODLer. The Binance Smartchain, in its 
infancy, has unfortunately been home to countless scams, rug-pulls, honeypots, and other exploits targeting retail investors 
attempting to secure financial stability with a brand new asset class.

Cryptocurrency is the great reset, breathing new life into investor hopes - formerly shattered by the restrictive legacy financial 
system. Unfortunately, when investors experience scams or rug-pulls, these same hopes and dreams can fall to the wayside 
when confidence is destroyed.

We want to be the change & make a difference. Founded, developed and marketed BY retail investors, FOR retail investors, 
YoCoin aims to keep these dreams alive by restoring the confidence of like-minded individuals.

YoCoin is fully emancipated from institutional money and is not associated with any exploitive projects. Its HODLers are 
market-makers, not market-breakers. Institutional money fears us, as they should; this is not their coin -  YoCoin is OUR 
coin, YOUR coin... YoCoin.

 

B. TOKENOMICS

YoCoin (YOCO) is an auto-staking deflationary token on the Binance Smart Chain that generates rewards for its Holders.

A 3% transaction tax is coded into the smart contract to ensure the longevity of the project and deliver on our promise to the 
community.

1% is burned forever, increasing the value of YOCO - as supply decreases, its demand surges.

1% is sent to a wallet for YOCO.finance development and marketing. Having the resources necessary to deliver a meticu-
lously marketed project, such as professional branding, paid influencers, and merchandise, we have the ability for substan-
tial growth by successfully targeting the types of investors we WANT to be HODLing… Or as we call it in our community 
"YODLing"!

The remaining 1% is redistributed to everyone in our community holding YOCO in their wallets to incentivize long-term 
YODLing.

 

C.  LIQUIDITY
 
Dynamic Liquidity Pools

To ensure transaction efficiency & uphold our mission to create the "Peoples' Coin," liquidity is pooled among multiple 
wallets. YOCO's unique liquidity structure prevents price impact issues and allows seamless swaps throughout multiple DEX's 
within The Binance Smartchain. To set us apart from other projects engaged in Pre-Sale Liquidity set-ups and locked Dapp 
pool exploitation, YOCO has ensured the project's safety with a unique dynamic liquidity structure. Liquidity wallets are traceable 
and fully transparent via BSCSCAN, so YOCO investors know their funds are 'SAFU' with YOCO.

 

D.  STEALTH LAUNCH
 
YOCO.finance has rigorously tested wallet-to-wallet send & receive transactions pre-launch to ensure our coin was function-
ing fairly and responsibly.

After this testing phase was complete and the developers were satisfied with the results, YOCOIN (YOCO) was launched on 
The Binance Smartchain Chain via Pancakeswap on June 4th, 2021 at approximately 4:00 CST. YOCOIN (YOCO) did not 
host a pre-sale & openly invited others to our community: We believe that the peoples' coin should be available to the 
people at a fair price. YOCO.finance determined market price is the fair price, a concept that whales and insiders often 
forget or try to exploit.
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E.  ROADMAP

Q2
- Smart Contract Development 
- Testing 
- Fair Launch on the Binance Smart Chain 
- Grassroots Community Development (Facebook Group, Telegram Chat)
- First wave of marketing (Reddit, CoinSniper, telegram)
- Airdrops to active community members helping new investors set up for the BSC

Q3
- Submit Coingecko application 
- Submit Coin Market Cap application 
- Second wave of Marketing (hire social media influencers, YouTubers, TikTokers, Twitter raids)
- Merchandise shop on website were YOCO will be the payment system

Q4
- Major Exchange Listings 
- Lobby major payments systems and websites to accept YOCO
- YOCO Dapp development 
- Massive Airdrop Contests
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